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FOR EACH integer ?I 2 3, there are open, connected n-manifolds that cannot be realized as 
leaves in any compact, Co-foliated (n + 1)-manifold [8] (for the Cz case, cf. [lo]). For n = 2, the 
corresponding question has been thought to be hard. Here we give a proof, announced in [7], 
that all open surfaces are realizable. This answers a basic question posed in [14]. 
In the following, L denotes an open, connected 2-manifold, M a closed, connected 3- 
manifold. 
MAIN THEOREX If L is orientable and M is arbitrary, or if L and M are both non- 
orientable, then 3 transversely orientable, C” foliation of M having a leaf diffeomorphic to L. 
By contrast, it is well known that compact surfaces, other than the torus, cannot be leaves 
in certain 3-manifolds. 
For transversely orientable foliations, our theorem is the best possible. If that condition is 
relaxed, there may be orientable 3-manifolds in which every non-orientable, open surface can 
be realized. The question seems to be hard. Of course, some 3-manifolds, such as S3, only 
admit transversely orientable foliations. 
Although we establish the absence of a purely topological obstruction, the question of 
which quasi-isometry types of surfaces can occur in which closed 3-manifolds remains 
unsolved. Growth and topology can certainly interact to produce obstructions [3,4,6], but 
the class of topological types of surfaces, realizable as leaves with non-exponential growth, is 
large [2,6]. The leaf L, produced by our present construction, has the quasi-isometry type of 
a hyperbolic surface (5.2) with exponential growth (5.1). 
In open 3-manifolds, such as 93, realizability theorems can sometimes be proven by 
“pushing the difficulties to infinity” [l]. Our methods can also be used (5.3). 
We are grateful to the referee for many helpful suggestions. 
51. A CONVERC;ENT SEQUENCE OF FOLIATIONS 
Let (;\I, F,) be a closed, transversely orientable, Cm-foliated 3-manifold of codimension 
one, some k2 1. Assume that L, is a non-compact, stable leaf of Yk. 
Stability implies that there is a smooth imbedding i,: L, x [ - 2,2] -+fM such that i; 1 (S,) 
is the product foliation and i,(L, x (O})= L,. Then i,(L, x (-2,2))= U, is a saturated 
neighborhood of L,. 
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Suppose there is a closed, smoothly imbedded, ‘-sided, non-separating, one-dimensional 
submanifold C,c L,. In this section, we describe a procedure for smoothly modifying the 
foliation in a neighborhood of C, c M, thereby obtaining a foliated manifold (M, &+ i) and a 
corresponding leaf L,, 1 that is non-compact and stable. It will be shown that, without 
compromising the qualitative features of (.W, 9jjt i)! the successive modifications for li 2 1 
can be chosen so small that lim 3,=3 is a well-defined foliation, convergence being 
k--z 
understood in the sense of the C^ topology. In the remaining sections, we show how to do 
this so that the prescribed surface L is realized as a leaf of 3. 
Choose an open, tubular neighborhood wk of CI, in M such that wkc U,. Do this so 
that there is a C” parametrization Wk = ((x, s, r)lx E C,, - 1 IS, t 5 I], where 
Ck x ((0, 0)) = C, and where t is the transverse coordinate defined by the composition 
mkqu, i;Lk x ( - 2,2) proj -( -2,2). It is possible to parametrize PVk in this way 
because C, is 2-sided in L,. Let 4: R x [ - 1, l]-[- 1, l]be a C” flow, non-singular 
precisely on (-l/2, l/2). Let i.: [- 1, l]-[- 1, l] be C” with E.I[- 1, l/4] ~0 and 
Al[1/2, l] - 1. For fixed qk>O, define (I/: mk + Wk to be the diffeomorphism rl/(x, s, t)= 
(x, s, $l(sJst (t)). Then @(Sk1 @k) agrees with Sk outside of a compact subset of wk, 
hence we define Yk + I to coincide with Yk on M\ pk and with $(Yk/ mk) on lvk. 
Qualitatively, we could obtain Xk+i from Sk by slitting A4 along the normal fence 
C, x [ - 1, 1] and regluing via (x, t) =(x, &(t)). Since Ck does not separate Lk, one obtains a 
connected manifold Lk. 0 by cutting L, along C,. Denote 8L,, ,=Kz u K;, where Kg are 
two copies of C,. The above modification produces a leaf Lk+ 1 ofYk+ 1 that is diffeomorphic 
to the surface assembled from infinitely many copies Lk, 4 of Lk, 0, a&, 4 = Ki u K;, by the 
identifications K; 5 K:+ i, - cz <q c CQ. A simple example is depicted in Fig. 1, where L, is a 
2-ended ladder and C, is a pair of mutually non-separating circles. 
Fig. 1 
Remark that the leaf L,, 1 is stable and choose uk+ 1 c uk apprOpriatdy. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let ok be a non-singular l-form defining Fk. Then, by a suitably small choice of 
rlk > 0, it can be guaranteed that Fk+ 1 is defined by a non-singular l-form ok+ 1 that is uniformly 
as close to wk as desired in the Ck-topology. 
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Proof The form Gki i = (II/- I)* (03 defines 3,, 1 Iwk. This form can be brought 
uniformly as C’-close to 0~1 wk as desired by choosing qt >O sufficiently small. Furthermore, 
aL and G,,, agree for - 1 IS I I,‘4 and for jr/ 2 l/2. 
Let p: C-1, l]-[0, I] be C” and such that pj[--1, l/2]=! and pj[3/4, 11~0. Define 
ok+1 in mk by 
Then, since Yk\ Rk and 3,+ II @;, agree for 1/21s11, the form w~+~ defines 3k+ll wk, it 
agrees with wk outside of C, x [l/4, 3/4] x [ - l/2, l/2], and is uniformly Ck-Close to CL)t/ wk. 
Extend mk + 1 to agree with ok on M\rk. H 
Assume that Ckc L, can be found as required, Vk> 1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. By an appropriate choice of the sequence {q,}F= 1, it can be guaranteed 
that {Fk}~= 1 converges in the C”-topology to a smooth foliation. 
Proof Indeed, one guarantees that {wkjkr, 1 is Cauchy in the P-topology, Vq 2 1, and is 
bounded away from 0 on M, uniformly in k. Hence, w= lim ok is a smooth, non-singular 
k-1, 
l-form and the convergence is C”. Finally, w is integrable since 
o A do= lim wk A dmk = lim O=O. 
k-co k--a 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let q2 1 be an integer. If B c L, is a compact, connected, Z-dimensional 
submanijold with boundary, if Cj E ?Bfor at mostfinitely many j>q, and if Cj n B= 4 for all 
other jzq, then the construction can be carried out so that B lies in a leaf L, of F. 
Proof: If Cj c dB, parametrize Fvj so that the subset {(x, s, t)l - 1 <s < 0, t = O> lies in B. 
If Cj n B= 4, one chooses Wj so that wj n B= $. In all cases, wj+ ,IB=w,lB, Vj>q, 
hence olB=w,lB. Thus, B is a connected, integral manifold to o. a 
The leaf L, as in Corollary 1.3 is viewed as being the limit of the sequence {Lk}kr 1. This 
leaf is not proper, let alone stable. In fact, as is easily verified, L, lies at infinite level in the 
foliation _Y[S]. 
Every open, connected surface L can be expressed as an increasing union of compact, 
connected 2-manifolds V, such that Vk c int(vk+ 1), k2 1, and such that the components of 
L\int ( Vk) are non-compact and correspond one-one to the components of 2 Vk, Vk. Our 
game plan is as follows. We will fix such a decomposition of L and we will carry out the above 
construction so that there is a strictly increasing sequence {qkJkzl of positive integers, 
submanifolds B, c L,, as in Corollary 1.3, B, c int (B, + 1), and diffeomorphisms 8,: B,-+ Vk 
such that the diagrams 
Bk C&+1 
I I 0, or+, 
‘k = vk+l 
commute, Vk> 1. If the filtration B, c . . c B, c . . . c L, exhausts L,, we then obtain a 
diffeomorphism 6: L, -+ L. 
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$2. THE FOUR BASIC MOVES 
Let Bc L, be a compact, connected, 2-dimensional submanifold with boundary and 
assume that each component of L,\int(B) is non-compact. Using the construction from $1, 
we will alter the topology of L, outside of B in the following ways. 
I. Splitting ends 
Typically, we will want the components of L,\int(B) (they are necessarily non-compact) 
to correspond one-one to the components of dB to which they attach. Generally, this will fail 
for L,\int(B), in which case some boundary component C, of B will be a non-separating, 2- 
sided circle in L,. The basic modification along C, produces a new leaf L,, 1 2 B which is 
separated by C, into two unbounded components. Finite iteration produces a leaf L4+j 3 B 
such that the components of L,+j\int(B) are non-compact and correspond oneeone to the 
components of 8B as desired. 
Remark that this move introduces distinct directions to infinity out of B, hence 
distinguishes ends. 
II. Reducing the genus by increasing the boundary 
Let d c L,\int(B) be a compact, connected 2-manifold, bnB being a component of dB. If 
d is orientable, assume that genus (6) = g 2 1 (g is the number of handles) and, if b is non- 
orientable, let genus (b) =g 2 2 (g is the number of crosscaps). Thus, there is a Z-sided non- 
separating circle C, c int(b). The basic modification along C, produces a leaf L,_ l and a 
compact, connected 2-manifold D c L,, 1 that is obtained from d by cutting along C,. 
It is an elementary exercise to verify that the following are the outcomes. 
(a) If d is orientable, then D is orientable and genus (D)=g- 1. 
(b) If d is non-orientable and g is odd (hence g> 3), then D is non-orientable and 
genus (D)=g-2. 
(c) If d is non-orientable and g = 2p, then either D is orientable and genus (D) =p- 1, or D is 
non-orientable and genus (D) = g - 2. 
(d) In all cases, DnB=dnB and dD has two more components than does ab. 
III. Building bridges 
Let d c L,\int(B) be a compact, connected 2-manifold such that bnB is a single 
component of 8B. Let K, and K, be distinct components of a(d\B). Let Xi denote the 
component of L,\int(duE) that meets K,, i= 1,2, and suppose that X, ZX,. Also assume 
that there are non-separating, 2-sided circles C c int(X,), C’ c int(X,) and let C, = Cu C’. 
Performing the basic modification along C, does not alter L?uB, but now a connected 
component X of Lq+ L \int(buB) meets both K, and K,. 
IV. Reducing the number of boundary components 
Let d t L,\int(B) be a compact, connected 2-manifold such that dnB is a component of 
dB. Let K, and K, be distinct components of a(d\<B) and suppose that a component X of 
L,\int(auB) meets both K, and K,. There is a non-separating circle C, c X\int(b) that 
meets Zd transversely and in exactly two points, one in K, and one in K,. Assume that C_q can 
be chosen to be 2-sided. The basic modification along C, produces D c Lq+ 1, DnB = D n B, 
where D is the compact, connected 2-manifold, with piecewise smooth boundary, obtained 
from d by cutting along the arc C,nd. 
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In this case, genus (D) = genus (L?), D is orientable if and only if b is orientable, and SD has 
one less component than ad. Replacing D by the submanifold obtained by rounding corners, 
we assume that ZD is smooth. 
By a suitable sequence of the four basic moves, we will produce B, c Lqr, k 2 1. qk 7 E, 
such that B,, c int(B,+ 1), Vk. Then B, = u B, will be an open subset of L,. 
k>l 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L, be a non-compact, stable, orientable leaf of (M, Y1) with all ends 
non-planar. Let L be an open, connected, orientable 2-manifold. Then the aboce construction can 
be carried out so that B, is diffeomorphic to L. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let L, be a non-compact, stable leaf of (M, Y1) hating all ends non- 
orientable. Let L be an arbitrary open, connected 2-manifold. Then the construction can be 
carried out so that B, is diffeomorphic to L. 
Proofs. The proof of Proposition 2.1 differs from that of 2.2 only by being less involved. 
We indicate the simplifications parenthetically. 
Recall that Lk + 1 is made up of infinitely many copies of L,,,, consecutively attached along 
compact boundaries. By induction on k, all ends of L, are non-orientable (respectively, 
orientable but non-planar). 
Express the surface L as a union u V, of compact, connected, 2-dimensional 
k=l 
submanifolds such that Vk c int( V,, I), Vk 2 1. These can be chosen so that the components 
of L\int( V,) are non-compact and correspond one-one to the components of d V, to which 
they attach. Denote the components of V,+,\int(V,) by At, A:, . . . , Af. 
We can choose V, to be a 2-disk. Similarly, choose a 2-disk B, c L, and fix a 
diffeomorphism el: F1+ V,. Set q1 = 1. 
Inductively, assume that L,, 3 Bk has been constructed, together with a diffeomorphism 
0,: B,-+ V,, and that each component of L,,\int(B,) is non-compact. 
By a finite sequence of type I moves, obtain L,,, j r) B, such that the components of 
L,,+j\int(Bk) correspond one-one to the components of 3Bk. 
Let q=qk+jr B=B,, and write dB=~3,Bu., . u d,B so that ek(aiB) is the component 
Afr\ Vk of 8 V,, 1 I i I s. Fix a choice of A = A: and choose a compact, connected 2-manifold 
b c L, such that 6n B = aiB. Since L, has all ends non-orientable (respectively, non-planar) 
the choice of d can be made subject to the following requirements. 
(a) Each component of L,\int(Bud) is non-compact. 
(b) d is non-orientable (respectively, orientable). 
(c) If A is orientable, genus (A) = g, and a(A\ V,) has m components then genus (d) = 2(p + r), 
some p 2 m/2 and r 2 g (respectively, genus (d) = p + r, some p 2 m/2 and r 2 g). 
(d) If A is non-orientable (not applicable in Proposition 2.1), genus (A) = g, and Z(A\ V,) has m 
components, then genus (6) = g + 2(p + r), some p 2 m/2 and r 2 0. 
If A is orientable, we view b as the bordered surface obtained by deleting finitely many 
open disks from the connected sum of p Klein bottles (respectively, tori) and r tori. Each 
Klein bottle (none in Proposition 2.1) and each torus contributes a 2-sided, non-separating 
circle C c int(d) such that, by cutting d along C, that Klein bottle or torus is eliminated. List 
the circles pertaining to the p Klein bottles (respectively, tori) as C,, C,, 1, . . , C,+,_ 1 and 
let C4+p, . . . , Cq+p+r-q--l correspond to r-g of the (remaining) tori. Perform a sequence of 
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type II moves along each Ci in turn. This converts d into an orientable manifold 6 such that 
Bn76 =?$I, genus (L$=g. and 2 (D\B) has more components than ?(A\ Vk). 
If A is non-orientable (not applicable in Proposition 2.1), view d as the result of deleting 
open disks from the connected sum of g projective planes, p Kiein bottles, and r tori. The 
Klein bottles and tori contribute disjoint, non-separating, 2-sided circles C,, . . . , C,,cp+r_ 1 
and the corresponding sequence of type II moves yields a non-orientable manifold b such 
that BnB = diB, genus (@= g, and Z(fi\ B) has more components than 8(A\ V,). We remark 
that the distinction between the p Klein bottles and r tori is artificial here, but will be natural 
in the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
WehaveDcL,+,, some n >j, and it remains to reduce the number of components of $0 
without otherwise altering the topology. If K, and Kz are distinct components of Z(D\aiB), 
an application of a type III move, if necessary, guarantees that a component X of 
L ,+.+,\*int(Bu@ meets both K, and K,. Here, the assumption (a), together with the 
assumption that all ends are non-orientabie (non-planar is enough) implies the hypotheses of 
move III. Choose a circle Cc Xuint(b), meeting Ki transversely and exactly once, i= 1,2. If 
the leaf is non-orientable, the fact that all ends are also non-orientable makes it possible to 
choose C to be 2-sided. A move of type IV then reduces by one the number of components of 
?(b\ZiB). Finite repetition of this process produces L,+,x Dip DinB=diB, and Di is 
diffeomorphic to A:. 
One repeats this procedure for 1 I i<s, obtaining L,,4r, 3 B,u D, u . . . u D,= B,, 1, 
qk+ l > q,.? and a diffeomorphism &+ l:Bk+ 1 + Vk+ 1 that extends Bt. a 
Remark. By being deliberately perverse, one can carry out the above so that B, does not 
exhaust L,. The problem is that a sequence {x~E~B~}~~~ may accumulate in L,. This 
problem is touchy and rather exasperating. It is solved in $3 by means of a fairly intricate, 
combinatorial algorithm for displacing components of JBk outward a bit before constructing 
B k+ 1. The nature of this problem and of our solution can be better understood by reading the 
first part of $3, through Fl,. _ ‘0 3 and its attendant remark, after which the reader may choose, in 
a first reading, to proceed directly to $4. 
$3. EXHAUSTING THE LEAF 
Let Y be a smooth, one-dimensional foliation of M, transverse to Y1. The immersions i,: 
L, x [ - 2,2] + M can be chosen so that i; ‘(9) is the foliation by interval factors. Via i; ‘, our 
entireconstructioncan be viewedin 0 1 =L, x [ - 2,2], each of the foliations i; ’ (&) and i; ’ 
(-7) being transverse to i; l(T). The projection o1 +L, makes each leaf of these foliations a 
covering space of L,. In particular, there are canonical coverings Lk+L1 and L,-+L,. 
Choose a triangulation of the leaf L, and lift it, via the covering maps, to triangulations of 
the leaves of Y$o, and of 4 0,. Let F be any one of these leaves. 
DEFIMTION. Let C: S’ 4F be a smooth imbedding, in general position relative to the 
triangulation and meeting each l-simplex at most once. A nice neighborhood of CT is a map v: 
S’ x [- 1, l]+F such that: 
(a) VlS' x (o)=G; 
(b) v smoothly imbeds S’ x (- 1, 1) us an open subset of F containing no oertex of the 
triangulation; 
(c) relative to a (necessarily unique) triangulation of.5’ x [ - 1, 11, v is simpkial and one-one on 
each 1 -simplex; 
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(d) ecery l-simplex in S’ x [ - 1, l] bvith 60th certices in the same component ofS’ x { 2 l> lies 
entirely in that component. 
DEFNTION. Nice neighborhoods of o1 and az are non-oaerlapping if they hate disjoint 
interiors. 
Remark. Let B c F be a compact submanifold, K the largest subcomplex of F in B. If the 
components of SB have non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods, then K is a strong 
deformation retract of B. 
For the construction in $2, we choose B, so that the closed star of some vertex c lies in 
int(B,). Then a~& Vqzl, and ~‘EL,. 
Let NL(u) c L, denote the largest subcomplex whose vertices can be joined to u by 
edgepaths having at most k edges (we say such an edgepath has length at most k). Since L, is 
connected and 2nd countable, L, = u N,(u). 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that, in the construction of L,, the components of u aB, hare non- 
k>l 
overlapping, nice neighborhoods. Then B, = L,. 
Proof It is enough to prove that N,(G) E B,, V k 2 1. For k = 1, this is true because -V,(u) is 
the closed star of 2;. In general, it follows by an easy induction on k. a 
The proofs of the following two results will occupy the remainder of 53. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If L, is orientable with all ends non-planar, then, for a suitable choice of 
the triangulation of L, andfor ecery open, orientable surface L, the construction can be carried 
out so that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied, hence so that L, 2 L. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If all ends of L, are non-orientable, then, for a suitable choice of the 
triangulation of L, andfor every open surface L, the construction can be carried out so that the 
hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied, hence so that L, z L. 
Remark. Let B=Bk c L,, D c L,\int(B), all as in the proof of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Let D* be produced from d by a sequence of type II moves and assume the components of 
SD* have non-overlapping nice neighborhoods. We wish to perform a type II move along 
C c int(D*) and then push the new boundary components K* into the newly created “virgin 
territory” so as to ensure that K+ and K- have nice neighborhoods not overlapping those of 
2’D* nor each other. Figure 2 illustrates one possible obstruction. In (a), C passes twice, in 
opposite directions, through a narrow neck of the shaded region depicting D*. Some of the 
triangulation is also shown. In (b) and (c), portions of K * are shown and, in (b), there is no 
room for the needed displacement. Similar difficulties can arise for type IV moves and we 
need an algorithm for avoiding such traps. 
DEFINITION. Relative to a suitable triangulation of S’, let c S’ + F be an edgeloop, one-one 
on each l-simplex. Assume that s(S’) does not lie in the boundary of a 2-simplex. 
(a) If 5 is one-one, it is simple. 
(b) If every l-simplex with both vertices in s(S’) lies in s(S’), then 5 is regular. 
(c) If T extends to i: S’ x [0, e)+F, 7= 71s’ x {0}, such that Z/S’ x (0, E) is a smooth imbedding, 
then the germ T+ of? at S’ x (0) is a simple side of 7. 
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(b) I 
~~~ : .,...  .(::‘.: ;:;:, : .! .f K - 
>,,: ,,. ..,..._..~.,, j: : ,. .: : ., ..:::. ; . ‘.:.I .: 
(C) K~~~~~K_ 
Fig. 2 
(d) The simple side rc is regular ifno l-simplex with both vertices in s(S’) meets s’(S’ x (0, E)) 
arbitrarily near each vertex. 
DEFINITION. Let 5+ be a simple, regular side of an edgeloop 5, r’: S’ x [O, E)+F as above so 
chosen that ?(S’ x (0, E)) contains no vertex and such that o = ?IS’ x (~/2) is transverse to the 
l-skeleton and meets each l-simplex at most once. Then o approximates T+. 
The following is elementary. 
LEMMA 3.4. A smooth inbedding a: S ’ --+F has a nice neighborhood if and only zf it 
approximates a simple, regular side 5+ of some edgeloop. In this case, each of the two edgeloops 
bounding the nice neighborhood has a simple, regular side approximated by a. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G c L, be a compact, connected, orientable submanifold with smooth 
boundary and genus (G)> 1. Assume that the components of c?G have non-overlapping, nice 
neighborhoods. Then 3 simple, regular, 2-sided edgeloop 5 c int(G) such that G\t is connected. 
Proof The largest simplicial complex KC G is a deformation retract of G, so 
H, (G; Z)=H,(K;Z). 
Let G’ be formed by attaching a disk to each component of dG and let cc G 4 G’. 
Let r be a simplicial cycle in K such that a* [r] # 0 and assume that T has shortest total 
edgelength subject to this condition. Then r is a simple, 2-sided, directed, non-separating 
edgeloop in int(G). If r were not regular, T would be homologous to or + r2, a sum of cycles, 
each with shorter edgelength than T (see Fig. 3). Here, the condition on the components of dG 
guarantees that the dotted l-simplex in Fig. 3 must lie in K. n 










LEMMA 3.6. Let G c L, be as in Lemma 3.5 and let 0~’ c int(G) be disjoint, smoothly 
imbedded circles, each non-separating in G, but such that G u a’ does separate G. Assume that the 
components of ou a’uZG have non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods. Then 3 simple, regular, 2- 
sided, non-separating edgeloop T c int(G) that meets each of o and a’ transversely and exactly 
once. 
Proof Let G, and Gz be the components of G\(aug’), Ki c Gi the maximal simplicial 
complex, i= 1, 2. Again, Ki is a deformation retract of Gi, hence is connected. Let T be a 
shortest simple edgeloop meeting g and 6’ as desired. Clearly, T is non-separating and 2-sided. 
If T is not regular, we deduce a contradiction via Fig. 3. Let 71 and r2 be the two shorter 
edgeloops. By suitably numbering these, we obtain either that ri n(auc’)= 4 and 
TV n(a u a’) = r n(o u G’), or r 1 meets one of 0 or 6’ twice and T* crosses each transversely and 
just once. W 
DEFINITION. An edgepath in F is simple ifit is an imbedding of a compact, non-degenerate 
interval I. A simple edgepath T is regular ijfor any pair of vertices vI, v2 E T, a l-simplex joining 
these vertices, if it exists, lies in T. The germ at 5 of a one-sided, normal neighborhood N of 5 is a 
“side” T:+ of ‘5, and N is said to lie on that side. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let T be a simple, regular edgepath and T+ one of its sides. Let e, and e, be 
disjoint 1-simplices issuing respectivelyfrom the initial and terminal vertices of 5 and not lying in 
T. The Cl map v: [0, l] x [ - 1, l]+F such that 
(a) v/CO, I] x (- 1, 1) is a smooth imbedding meeting no vertex of the triangulation; 
(b) for a (necessarily unique) triangulation of [O, l] x [- 1, 11, r=vl[O, l] x {-l}, 
vl[O, l]x{+l} 1 IS a so simplicial, and these have disjoint images; 
(c) v({j}x[-l,l])=e+j=O,l; 
(d) Im(v) lies on the side s+; 
(e) v([O, l] x (- 1, 1)) meets no l-simplex, both of whose vertices lie in the same component of 
v(C0, 11 x { f I>,. 
In particular, 0 = vi[O, l] x { + l} can be said to have a simple, regular side K and Im(v) 
lies on that side. 
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The proof of Lemma 3.7 is elementary. The lemma will be needed only in the proof of 
Proposition 3.3. 
Finally, consider the following properties. 
(a,) L,= u Hi, H; c int(Hj,’ ‘) and H’, is a compact, connected 2-manifold such that the 
jzl 
components of ZHi have non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods, Vj’j2 1. 
(6,) Every neighborhood of every end of L, contains a 2-sided, simple, regular, non- 
separating edgeloop. 
We can choose the triangulation of L, so that (al) and (b,) hold. The following, then, is an 
easy induction on 4. 
LEMMA 3.8. (b,) is true, t/q2 1. If the components of Cj have non-overlapping, nice 
neighborhoods, 1 <j<q, then (a,) is true. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Every L, is orientable, so the orientability hypothesis in 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 is assured. We make an inductive assumption. 
(Q) The hypothesis of Lemma 3.8 holds, 1 <j< qk, and the components of fi ~Bj have 
j=l 
non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods. 
The truth of (zt), Vk> 1, gives Proposition 3.2. It is easily arranged that (rl) hold. 
The moves of type I along suitable components of dB, respect (23 and satisfy the 
hypothesis of Lemma 3.8. We obtain 4 = q4+j, B = B,, such that the components of L,\int(B) 
correspond one-one to the components of lJB. 
Since (a,) holds (Lemma 3.8), we can select d as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 so that the 
components of ZD have non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods. 
By Lemma 3.5, let 5 c int (d) be a 2-sided, simple, regular edgeloop that does not separate 
d. Let d c int(d) approximate one side z+. By Lemma 3.4, this circle has a nice neighborhood, 
so we take C, = 0 for our first move of type II. Let D’ be the result of cutting d along C, and 
denote by d,D’, Z,D’ the two new boundary components corresponding to the two sides of C, 
Each of these has a nice neighborhood in L, + 1, the interiors being disjoint, but it is possible 
that one (not both) of these overlaps nice neighborhoods of some other components of aD’. 
The situation, before cutting along C,, is illustrated in Fig. 4(a), where the jagged lines 
represent he two edgeloops with simple, regular sides facing 7 (Lemma 3.4), the shading 
represents d, and the possible incursions of ad on both sides of r are illustrated. The situation 
after cutting along C, is illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Here, T’ is a copy of 5 living in “virgin territory” 
and approximated by a,D’. The dotted line indicates a displacement of d,D’ to an 
approximating circle on the other side of 5’. Such a displacement augments D’ by attaching a 
collar, hence does not change the diffeomorphism class of D’. The component dzD’ does not 
need to be displaced. 
WehaveD’c L,,, such that D’ n B = d n B, genus (D’) = genus (d) - 1, aD’ has two more 
components than does aD, and the components of dD’ have non-overlapping, nice 
neighborhoods. 
By finite repetition, we obtain 6 c Lq+” with the required genus and with too many 
boundary components. The components of aB u alj have non-overlapping, nice neighbor- 
hoods. 
Let a,B and a,6 be distinct components of #\B). We want to coalesce these 
components by a type IV move. Assume w.1.o.g. that aiD separates Lqcn, i= 1,2. For this, one 
or two moves of type I may be needed. By (b,,.), we choose Cq+” to consist of two circles 
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approximating simple, regular, 2-sided, non-separating edgeloops in the respective com- 
ponents Xi of L,+,\int(Bu@ containing a,b, i= 1,2. We choose these circles so that they 
have nice neighborhoods not overlapping those of aiD, i= 1,2. In L,,+“+ 1, d,B and ~?~b are 
each non-separating, but d,8ud,fi separates that leaf. 
LetDc Gc LqCnCI, GnB=l?nB,a,~u~3,l? c int(G), where Gisacompact, connected 
2-manifold such that a,B and a$ individually fail to separate G, but a,i?ua,~ (necessarily) 
separates G. By (q,+,,+ i), we can assume that G and o v c’ = a,B u a,o^ satisfy the hypotheses 
of Lemma 3.6. Thus, let r c int(G) be a simple, regular, 2-sided edgeloop that meets Zifi 
transversely and in a singleton, i= 1, 2. 
We let o approximate one side of r and we take C, +,, + 1 = cr. The relevant “before and 
after” pictures are given in Fig. 5. In (a), the jagged lines are the boundary edgeloops in int (d) 
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facing those boundary circles. These edgeloops, together with snD^, determine a new 
edgeloop?cL,,,,,, as indicated in(b), easily seen to be simple and regular on the “outside”. 
A small displacement of the new boundary component, as indicated by the dotted line, makes 
it approximate the simple, regular side of 7. Finite repetition yields Di, as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, such that the components of dBu8Di have non-overlapping, nice 
neighborhoods. Finite repetition of this construction produces Bk+ 1 such that (Q + r) holds. 
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. All ends of L, are non-orientable, Vq 2 1. Designate a family 
(N,?)j. 1 of disjoint, compact crosscaps in L, such that L,\, u NT is orientable and contains 
jr 1 
handles clustering at all ends of L,. 
Triangulate L, so that each Xf is a triangulated Mobius strip as in Fig. 6. Also arrange 
that SNf be regular, Vj 2 1, and that aNj cannot be joined to aN/ by a 1-simpiex, i #j. Finally, 
the simple, regular edgeloops given by (b,) can be assumed to lie in L,\ u Nf. 
i2 1 
Fig. 6 
DEFINITION. A submanifold N of L, is a distinguished crosscap ifthe cocering map L,-+L, 
carries N homeomorphically onto some Nj. 
There are countably many distinguished crosscaps in L,, clustering at all ends of L,. We 
number them as t N~~j L 1, although the index j for q > 1 is unrelated to the index j for q = 1. 
The edgeloops given by (b,) can be assumed to lie in L4\ u N;. Each NJ’ is triangulated as in 
jz 1 
Fig. 6,aNg is regular, and distinct NY, Nf cannot be joined by a l-simplex. Without care in the 
construction, we will not know that L4\ ,u NT is orientable, q > 1. 
121 
Let G c L, be a compact, connected 2-manifold satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5, 
except for orientability, and such that dG meets no distinguished crosscap. Assume that there 
are at least two of these crosscaps in G and let N c G be one of them. We describe a special 
move of type II, designed to cancel N and one other distinguished crosscap in G that cannot 
be specified in advance. 
LEMMA 3.9. Under the above hypotheses, 3 simple, regular edgepath 5 c int(G) such that 
T n N is the initial certex of 5, such that r meets only one other distinguished crosscap N’, and 
sn N’ is the terminal vertex of 5. 
The proof, using Fig. 3, is left to the reader. 
In Fig. 7 we depict N u r u N’ c int(G), together with edgepaths rO and r1 having simple 
regular sides facing r (Lemma 3.7). In this same figure, we fashion a closed, orientation 
preserving edgeloop, denoted ?, out of part of the triangulation of N u N’, together with r1 
and r, having a simple, regular side as indicated by the arrows. 




Let C, c int(G) approximate Z on this simple regular side. The move of type II, performed 
via such a choice of C,, will be said to be of type II’. It cancels N and N’ without touching any 
other distinguished crosscap. If the resulting bordered surface G’ is non-orientable, then 
genus (G’)=genus (G) -2. If G’ is orientable, then genus (G’)=(genus(G) -2)/2. 
This time, both of the new boundary circles may need to be displaced slightly in order that 
ZG’ may satisfy the same hypotheses as dG. The relevant “before and after” pictures are given 
in Fig. 8(a) and (b) (cf. also Fig. 7). In (b), the two new boundary circles are denoted tic’, 
i= 1, 2, and dotted lines indicate their respective displacements. 
For G as above, list the distinguished crosscaps in G as N,, . . . , N,. Suppose that all of the 
non-orientability of G is concentrated in these crosscaps (certainly true when G c L,). Let 
a,G' 
Fig. 8 
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Ni c Ri c int(G), 1 lilr, where mi is obtained by attaching a collar to Ni so that ami 
approximates the simple, regular edgeloop dN,. 
Notation. Whenever G, RI, . . ., iv, are as above, we set Go = G\ 0 int (fli). 
i= I 
Thus, G, is an orientable, bordered, compact surface. Each component of 8G, has a nice 
neighborhood, but these neighborhoods may overlap. By the choice of triangulation of L,, 
?lV, and 2.Nj are not joined by a l-simplex, i #j, hence the nice neighborhoods Of aRi and anj 
do not overlap. The problem is between the nice neighborhoods Of a~i and of a component of 
c’G. This obstructs applications of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 to Go. 
DEFINITION. The distinguished crosscap Ni c int(G) is too close to dG if the nice 
neighborhood oft?fii overlaps the nice neighborhood of some component ofaG. Let n(G) denote 
rhe number of distinguished crosscaps too close to I~G. 
LEMMA 3. IO. if t 2 Zn(G), then a sequence of at most n(G) moves of type II’ converts G into a 
bordered surface G* with no distinguished crosscap too close to aG*. 
Remark that G,* satisfies the hypotheses of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6. 
Let B(L,) denote the space of ends of L,, a compact, totally disconnected, metrizable 
space. 







P,(e) is a compact, connected 2-manifold such that the components of aPi have non- 
overlapping, nice neighborhoods; 
if i #j, P,(e)n Pj(e) is either empty or a union of common boundary components; 
dP,(e) meets no distinguished crosscap, Vi> 1; 
Pi(e) contains an odd number of distinguished crosscaps, none of which is too close to aPi( 
Vi2 1. 
The set of special ends is denoted $,(L,). 
By an appropriate choice of triangulation, we can assume that 8,(L,)=B(L,). The 
following is then an easy induction on q. 
LEMMA 3.11. For all q> 1, g,(L,) is dense in a(L,). 
Recall the properties (a,) and (b,). They must be modified and augmented as follows. 
(a,)’ The filtration L,= u Hj4, as in (a,), can be chosen so that u aHi meets no 
js1 jr 1 
distinguished crosscap. 
(b,)’ The edgeloops, as in (b,), can be chosen to miss all distinguished crosscaps. 
(c,) L,\ u NY is orientable. 
j>l 
We have already arranged (b,)‘. Also, (cl) holds and (al)’ is to be assured by a suitable 
choice of the triangulation. 
LEMMA 3.12. If the components of Cj hare non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods and YCj 
meets no distinguished crosscaps or is as in a move of type II’, 1 cj < q, then (a,)’ and (c,) hold. In 
any case, (b,)’ holds. 
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We make an inductive hypothesis. 
(Q’ The hypotheses of Lemma 3.12 hold, 1 <j < qt, ?B, meets no distinguished crosscap 
k 
in Lqr, and the components of u SB, have non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods. 
j=l 
The moves of type I respect (rk)’ and the hypotheses of Lemma 3.12, giving B= B, c f.,, 
q =qk +j, as usual. Since (a,)’ holds (by Lemma 3.12), we can select B, as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.2, so that the components of So’ have non-overlapping, nice neighborhoods 
and meet no distinguished crosscaps. By Lemma 3.11, assume that some component of 
Z(d\B) lies in Iv(e), some eEZ’,(L,). Thus, without increasing n(B), expand d so as to make 
the number of distinguished crosscaps as large as desired and with whichever parity is 
desired. This number is h + 2p, where 112 0 can be specified and p 2 n(d) is large. By (c,). all 
non-orientability of d is concentrated in these crosscaps. Finally, genus (B,) = r can be made 
as large as desired by (b,)‘. 
We are to transform B into a certain compact, connected, bordered surface A, while 
respecting the hypotheses of Lemma 3.12. 
Case 1. The surface A is orientable. genus (A) = g, and d(A\ V,) has m components. In the 
above, take h = 0, p > m/2, and r 2 g. By a sequence of p moves of type II’, we convert d into an 
orientable surface D’ with genus (D’) = r 2 g. By r-g additional type II moves, we produce 
orientable b with genus (@=g and ?(D\B) has more components than S(A\V,). 
Case 2. The surface A is non-orientable, genus (A)=g, and ?(A\ vk) has m components. In 
the above, take h=g, p>m/2, and r arbitrary. Then p moves of type II’, suitably chosen, 
convert b into a non-orientable surface D’ having exactly g distinguished crosscaps, none of 
which is too close to ?D’(Lemma 3.10). Then the hypotheses of Lemma 3.5 hold for Db and r 
moves of type II convert this into an orientable surface Do of genus zero. By replacing the 
excised crosscaps, we obtain a non-orientable, bordered surface Lj with genus (@=g and 
a(b\B) has more components than ?(A\ I’,). 
We have respected the hypotheses of Lemma 3.12 and we have B u B c L, + “, some n 2 1. 
In order to reduce the number of components of @\B), an alternating sequence of 
moves of types III and IV is needed. 
The type III moves will use circles approximating suitable edgeloops as in (bq_n_s)‘, 
suitable ~20, hence will respect the hypotheses of Lemma 3.12. 
The moves of type IV are performed by modifying the procedure in the proof of 
Proposition 3.2. The manifold G, as determined there, should be replaced by G,. In order to 
make sure of the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6, it may be necessary to choose G\int(@ large 
enough and use a sequence of moves of type II’ so as to make sure that no distinguished 
crosscap is too near the boundary of G\,int(@. Again this is possible by Lemmas 3.10 
and 3.11. 
The proof of (‘II,+ i)’ is completed exactly as was that of (rk+ J. The proof of Proposition 
3.3 is complete. 
>U. COiMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREhI 
It remains that we prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a closed Smanifold. Then 3 transoersely orientable, C” foliarion 
F1 of M having a stable, non-compact, orientable leaf L, with all ends non-planar. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a closed, non-orientable 3-manifold. Then 3 transcersely 
orientable. C” foliation F1 of ,\Z hating a stable, non-compact leaf L, with all ends non- 
orientable. 
The following easy case of Theorem 4.1 suffices for realizing open, orientable surfaces as 
leaves in many closed 3-manifolds. 
PROPOSITION 4.1’. If A4 is orientable with H2(M; %) # 0, then 3 transcersely orientable, CD 
foliation of .Ll having a stable, non-compact, orientable leaf L, with all ends non-planar. 
Proof: Imbed in &f a compact surface L,, of genus greater than one, such that M\L, is 
connected. By Thurston’s existence theorem [lj], foliate M so that there is a continuum 
L, x [0, I] of compact leaves L, x {t}. Refoliate L, x [0, l] so that the interior leaves are 
stable, 2-ended ladders L,, asymptotic to L, x {0, 11. a 
If H,(.\I; 2) = 0, the above argument fails. Indeed, a compact leaf in L, would have to be a 
torus and the well-known classification of foliations in the neighborhood of a toral leaf would 
force L, to have a planar end. Since L, contains a minimal set, it will have to contain an 
exceptional one. Following this lead, we obtain uniform proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 by 
using a variant of Raymond’s celebrated construction [ll]. 
Slightly modifying a construction in [12], we define a 2-generator subgroup 
Gc DiffI(S’) with an exceptional minimal invariant set. Write S’ = F/63 and define 
gEDiRZ(S’) by g(t)=t+2. Let h(t)=t/3, OIt13, h(t)=3t-10, 41tI5, and choose h on 
[3, 4]u[5, 61 so that hEDiff’=:(S’) satisfies the relation h=g-20h-‘og and has h(x)>x 
for 5 <x < 6. Let g and h generate G and set f = g - ’ 0 hE G. The following properties hold. 
(1) f’=g3=idsl. 
(2) G has an exceptional minimal set Xc [0, I] u [2,3] u [4, 51. (Indeed, h, = hj[O, l] and 
h, =h:gl[O, l] generate a pseudogroup having the middle thirds Cantor set 
Cc [0, l] as a minimal set. Then X = Cug(C)ug2(C).) 
(3) The set/of components of S’\X is exactly the G-orbit of the open arc (5,6). 
(4) If G, c DiffT(J) denotes the restriction to J E/ of the stabilizer of J in G, then G, is 
infinite cyclic and fixed point free. (Indeed, take J=(5,6) and check that the words in 
1; g, g-l that fix 6~s’ and cannot be factored into shorter such words are exactly 
gzf=h andfig-‘=h-‘. Also, h(5)=5 and h(x)>x, 5<x<6.) 
As in [ 111, G is used to construct a foliated Seifert bundle (V, SF) having an exceptional 
minimal set. Here, the base space is an orbifold with boundary [13], topologically a disk with 
cone points pi having cone angles 2q’ni, n, = 2 and n2 = 3. The holonomy of % around p1 is 
given byf‘and around p2 by g. 
By introducing corners, we view V as a solid ball with a trefoil knotted tube bored out 
(Fig. 9) and having a smooth foliation qii\aV such that the exceptional set only meets the 
interior of the spherical portion Z’V of the boundary. 
Carefully doubling along Z’V, we obtain (p, G@, a foliated manifold with v= S3\int(T), 
7’ being a knotted solid torus in S3. Then 24 ?T’ and induces there a foliation by circles 
transverse to the meridians [property (4) is needed for this]. The exceptional set does not 
meet ST’. A standard modification makes dT’ a leaf and a Reeb foliated 7’ is glued in. The 
resulting foliation Ye of S3 has an exceptional minimal set 2. 
By property (3), the open, Y,,-saturated set W’ = S3\Z is connected. Also, r c W and 
IV= W’., r is also open, connected, and YO-saturated. 
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By property (4),.3,/ W’fibers Waver S’. There is a closed transversal T c W, isotopic to a 
meridian on ?T, hence unknotted in S3. By “turbulization” along 5 and deletion of the 
interior of the resulting Reeb component, one obtains a solid torus T, foliated tangentially to 
ST and C’-trivial there, with an exceptional minimal set Z c int(T). 
For complete details, see [i I]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. 3 f; g E DiffT(S’) having properties (1) and (2), together with: 
(3)’ the set/ of components of S’\X falls into two G-orbits,z, andxz; 
(4)’ ifJi~Ji, i= 1, 2, then G,, is trick1 and G,, is injinite cyclic and fixed point free. 
Proof: Let I- denote the pseudogroup on [O. l] generated by h, and h,, as defined in the 
parenthetic proof of property (2). Explicitly, h,(t)=t/3 and h,(t)=(t+2)/3. For E>O 
sufficiently small, alter 11, in ((3/4)-E, (3/4)+&)) to a diffeomorphism &, such that &,lt)= 
t-(1/2) in ((3-~)/4, (3+~)/4). Similarly, alter h, in ((l/4)--~, (l/4)+&) so that g,(t)=t+(1,12) in 
(( 1 - ~)/4, (1 + &)/4). Make sure that, elsewhere, i;b and PI < 1. The new pseudogroup T has a 
new minimal Cantor set 2; such that [O. l]\c falls into two disjoint families ofgaps, one being 
the T-orbit of J, =(1.‘3, 2/3) as before. the other being the f-orbit of J, =((l-~)/4, (1 -t&)/4). 
For t, EJ~, T(t,)nJ, ={fl].. 
The above determines fig DiffT(S’) by the given modifications of hl[O, 31, together with 
the corresponding modifications of Itl[4. 51 imposed by the relation E= g-‘3/i- log. Then g is 
unchanged and f is replaced by f= g - ’ 3 h: m 
Again this gives a foliation Y0 of S3 having an exceptional minimal set Z t S3, but (3)’ 
implies that S3\Z falls into two connected components, W, and W;. Again W, contains a 
knotted Reeb component T’ and we set Wz = kVi\T’. By (4)‘, YO1 W, fibers W, over ? and 
YO/ W, fibers WI over S’. The leaves of3,1 W2 are asymptotic to Z and to 27” and there is a 
closed transversal T c W2 that is unknotted in S3. Each leaf of ToI W, is stable and is 
asymptotic exactly to Z. 
COROLLARY 4.4. 3 smooth. rranscersely orientablefoliation of a solid torus T, C”-trick1 at 
?T, hating an exceptional minimal set Z c int (T) and a stable leaf l.; asymptotic exactly to Z. 
It happens that the stable leaf L’, has all ends planar, hence it is not suitable for our 
purposes. But a construction in [Z] will allow us to add handles to L; that cluster at all of the 
ends, without destroying any of the salient features of the foliation. 
Remark. By an unpublished theorem of Duminy, the leaf L; has a Cantor set of ends. 
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PROPOSITIOX 4.5. 3 smoothly foliated, solid torus T, as in Proposition 4.4, rcith a stable, 
orientable, leaf L,, hacing all ends non-planar, that is asymptotic exactly to an exceptional 
minimal set Z. 
Proof: Let T be foliated as in Proposition 4.4. Let o c int(T) be a closed transversal 
meeting Z. The continuum W, of stable leaves has closure W, u Z c int(T). Let J be a 
component of a\( W, uZ), an open, transverse arc in r\( W, uZ). 
Consider a foliated, solid torus (S’ x D’, X), constructed as in [2, (4.6)]. The foliation z 
is transverse to S’ x SD’-, inducing there the foliation by meridians {z) x dD’, z E S’. There is a 
compact, proper, non-degenerate arc K c S’ such that the leaves of % that meet K x ?D’ are 
all diffeomorphic to the bordered surface that is obtained by deleting an open disk from the 
torus T’. 
Since L’, t W, is asymptotic exactly to Z, 0 n L; is a discrete subset of the surface L; that 
clusters at every end of rl. If one identifies o with S’ in such a way that o\K c J, then a 
normal neighborhood of d can be refoliated by X and the resulting foliation of T has the 
desired properties. n 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let M be a closed 3-manifold. There is a transversely orientable 
foliation of M [I$ 161. Choose any closed transversal to this foliation around which the 
orientation of M is not reversed. Turbulize along this transversal and replace the resulting 
Reeb component with the foliated, solid torus T of Proposition 4.5. n 
For the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need one other simple fact about these Raymond 
foliations of S3. Namely, there is a closed, unknotted transversal o c S3 that meets the 
exceptional minimal set Z. 
Let E denote the total space of the non-orientable S’-bundle over 5’. As does Wood [16], 
we use the fact that every closed, connected, non-orientable 3-manifold 1W can be obtained by 
surgery along a suitable orientation preserving link C c E. We also use the following 
elementary characterizations of E. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let N be a Miibius strip with a fixed identiJcation dN =dD*. Then E is 
diffeomorphic to the manifold obtainedfrom S3 by deleting a normal neighborhood c x D’ of any 
unknotted circle G c S3 and sewing in G x N via the identity 0 x dN = G x aD2. 
LEMMA 4.7. The quotient of S’ x D2 by the identifications (z, w)=( -z, w), w E c?D*, is 
diffeomorphic to E. 
These two versions of the manifold E can be related directly. Let p: S’ x D*-+E be the 
quotient map given by Lemma 4.7. Coordinatize S’ x D2 by (z, r, O), where ZES’ and (r, 0) are 
the usual polar coordinates in D’. Let B={(z,r,8)/1/21r1 I> c S’ x D2. Then the diffeo- 
morphism in Lemma 4.6 can be chosen so that p(B) = CJ x N. Here, the torus r = l/2 is carried 
diffeomorphically by p onto G x dN and the torus r = 1 is carried as a double cover onto the 
Cartesian product of o with the center circle of the Miibius strip N. The circles 
(z, I) = constant, l/2 I r 5 1, are carried diffeomorphically onto circles D x (x}, x E N. 
Let Y, be the Raymond foliation of S3, built fromf; 9 as in Proposition 4.3. Let G c S3 be 
an unknotted circle, transverse to SO and meeting the exceptional set Z. A normal 
neighborhood G x D* of cr can be chosen so that {y} x D* lies in a leaf of9& V y~o. Replacing 
G x D2 by G x N, as in Lemma 4.6, we obtain a Raymond foliation of E, again denoted by SO. 
Arguing, as in the proof of Proposition 4.5, that anL; clusters at all ends of the leaf 
L’, c W, c S’, we obtain the following. 
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PROPOSITION 4.8. There is a transversely orientable, C” foliation 3,, of E, with a stable leaf 
L, that has all ends non-orientable and is asymptotic exactly to an exceptional minimal set Z. 
Furthermore, there are exactly two components, W, and W;, of E\Z. Finally, L, t W,, there is 
a Reeb component T’c W’i, and CV2= W:\,T’ isjbered by .30 ocer S’. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let icI be a closed, connected, non-orientable 3-manifold. Let 
C c E be an orientation-preserving link such that suitable surgeries on a normal neighbor- 
hood of E convert E into !M. 
We will show that one can choose I; c W, and transverse to _FO. Clearly, this will 
complete the proof. 
If we can choose E c W,, then the fact that Se1 W, is a fibration over S’ enables us to 
mimic the proof of [ 16, Lemma 4.33, practically word for word, to show that, by increasing 
the number of circles in the link, if necessary, C c Wz can be chosen transverse to X0. 
To obtain an isotopy taking 1 into PI’*, we use the quotient map p: S’ x D’+E given by 
Lemma 4.7. The link can be isotoped into general position relative to the torus p(S’ x ?D*), 
hence the pre-image p- ‘(X) in S’ x D2 consists ofcircles in int(S’ x 0’) and/or arcs in S’ x D2 
meeting S’ x dD2 transversely, hence exactly at their endpoints. There is an interval 
[a, b], 0 <b-a <2x, such that the finite pointset p- ‘(X)n(S’ x I’D*) has &coordinates 
a < 0 <b. A suitable isotopy of S’ x D ‘, fixing S’ x ?D* pointwise, moves p-‘(C) into the 
subset A={(z, r, B)lzcS’, 1/2<r<l, a<0<b}. 
Thus, an isotopy of E moves C into p(A) = [a, b] x N c CJ x N c E. Since the transversal (r 
meets Z, there is an open subarc J c on W,, so an isotopy of E moves p(A) into W?. n 
The proof of the Main Theorem is complete. 
$5. SOME ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
Growth properties 
Implicit in our construction is the following answer to the question (1) on p. 351 of [6]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Ecery open surface can be realized as a leaf with exponential growth in 
suitable closed, C”-foliated 3-manifolds. 
Proof The stable leaf L,, as produced in 94, is asymptotic to an exceptional minimal set 
Z. This minimal set survives in the limit foliation and the leaf L, is asymptotic to Z. It follows 
that L, has exponential growth [3, (2.2)]. H 
Hyperbolic leanes 
The leaf L, lies at infinite level, hence is hard to “see”. One feels that such a leaf must be 
rather wild, but implicit in our construction is a nice, classical geometry on L,. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let L and A4 be as in the Main Theorem. Then 3 transversely orientable, C” 
foliation of M and a Riemannian metric on A4 such that a certain leaf L, lies at infinite level, is 
difleomorphic to L, and has constant curvature - 1. 
Proof: The fact that L, lies at infinite level is an elementary consequence of our 
construction and the definition of “level” [S]. 
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It L and iv1 are orientable and H2(M; ?) # 0, the required foliation and metric are easily 
constructed using the proof of Proposition 4.1’. We consider the general case. 
Let (V, 3) be the foliated Seifert bundle constructed for the proof of Corollary 4.4. If, 
instead of doubling only along part of d V to produce ( v, G@, one doubles along the entire 
boundary, there results a closed 3-manifold 2V, Seifert fibered over an orbifold S that is 
homeomorphic to Sz and has four cone points with respective cone angles 2n/ni, n, =nz = 3, 
n3 = n, = 2. The double of zis a foliation 2” that is transverse to the fibers and contains the 
compact, saturated set Zu IV,. Indeed, there is an open (not saturated) set U c 2V, 
Z u IV’, c U, that also appears in v and the induced foliations 21 U and %$?I U agree. 
First consider the case in which L is orientable. In the proof of Proposition 4.5, the closed 
transversal c c int( T) lives both in t and in 2 I’. Indeed, one can choose cr to be one of the 
non-singular Seifert fibers in 2 V. In p one makes the modification along c exactly as in the 
proof of Proposition 4.5, producing a foliation e0 such that every leaf in (the new) Zu W, 
has all ends non-planar. In 2 Y, one excises a normal neighborhood of 0 and sews in a copy of 
S’ x H, where H is a disk with a handle. This changes 2 V to a manifold 6’, Seifert fibered over 
an orbifold 5 homeomorphic to T’ and still having the above four cone points. The foliation 
2z becomes a foliation & of I? transverse to the fibers, and every leaf of 2 in (the new) 
Zu IV, has all ends non-planar. Suitably understood, the open neighborhood U of Zu W, 
lives both in r and p with goI U = $?I U. 
The construction of the leaf L,, diffeomorphic to L, is carried out by modifying 
*01 U = 21 U in W,. This produces, in p, a foliation that is again transverse to the fibers. 
Since the base orbifold 9 is hyperbolic [13], there is a Riemannian metric on P such that 
each leaf has constant curvature - 1. This metric, restricted to U and modified away from 
Zu IV,. extends to v=S3\T’, hence to the foliated solid torus of Proposition 4.5. 
If L is non-orientable, one goes back to the stage (2 V, 2,z), (r, 2). The closed, unknotted 
transversal rr c Vc rc S3, in the proof of Proposition 4.8, lives also in 2 V, where it can be 
taken to be the singular fiber over a cone point in the orbifold S, say with cone angle rc. In S’, 
one replaces a normal neighborhood of cr with a copy of S’ x N, N a Mobius strip, to produce 
the foliated manifold (E, YO) of Proposition 4.8. In 2 V, this same modification produces a 
manifold p, Seifert fibered over an orbifold s^ homeomorphic to P2 and having three cone 
points with respective cone angles 2n/ni, n, = n, = 3, n3 = 2. The foliation 2% becomes a 
foliation &’ of p, transverse to the fibers, and the (new) saturated set Zu W, lives both in 
(E, YO) and in (p, S?), as does an open (not saturated) neighborhood U of Zu W, with 
.301U= @u. 
Again the construction of L, is carried out by modifying Ye1 U =&IV in W, and 
producing, in p, a foliation transverse to the fibers. Again the orbifold $is hyperbolic and the 
suitable metric of l? restricted to U and modified away from Zu W,, extends to E, foliated as 
in Proposition 4.8. n 
In particular, the hyperbolic plane can be realized isometrically as a leaf at infinite level in 
every closed 3-manifold! 
Generally, the problem of realizing given hyperbolic surfaces (complete and with 
injectivity radius 2 E > 0) as leaves in closed 3-manifolds seems to be interesting. For example, 
there is some evidence (work in progress) that certain ones are so realizable in CL foliations 
but in none of class Ck+‘, k> 1. 
Open 3-manifolds 
Every open 3-manifold M admits a transversely orientable foliation [9, 1.141. If this 
foliation does not admit a closed transversal, well-known constructions can be used to 
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modify it so that it does. One can find a closed transversal that preserves orientation, thereby 
carrying over the proof of Theorem 4.1 to all open Smanifolds. Our entire construction of 
orientable leaves then carries over. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let L be an open, connected. orientable Z-manifold and let M be an arbitrary 
3-manifold, open or closed. Then 3 transrersely orientable, C” foliation of M hacing a leaf 
diffeomorphic to L. 
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